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Foreword
Understanding digital culture is critical to the success of a museum professional in
the 21st century. The digitization of the world has created a paradigm shift for
museums: It is challenging our models of thinking and working. If museums are to
retain their relevance, we will need to adapt museum strategies, planning processes,
workflows, practices and programs to align with the expectations and behaviors of
our digitally enabled audiences.
For our audiences, a digital experience is not inferior, less authentic or a sub-
stitute to a physical experience. It is simply a different experience. It is the
responsibility of museum professionals to study, analyze, test that difference and
determine how best to leverage the opportunities it provides to more impactfully
fulfill our institutions’ goals. Whether those goals are to scale the museum’s mis-
sion globally or design a more multisensory exhibition experience or develop a
networked collection management practice, there is no one size fits all. Our success
in guiding our institutions through the transformative and complex impacts of
digitization requires that we continue to cultivate what is unique about our insti-
tutions: their collections, audiences, remits and identities. To achieve this, we need
to be thinking about digitization on several different levels, and through a depth of
different perspectives: This is what this book does.
By exploring digital culture and museums through nine different lenses, this
book provides the reader with a foundational framework around which to develop
our understanding of digital culture. It looks at the topic from the perspective of
educators, curators, artists and audiences, through the lens of history and the future,
and from operational and creative perspectives. In so doing, ideas are introduced,
explored, re-explored and developed throughout the book, enabling the reader to
build a richer understanding of the key issues at hand.
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By virtue of living in the 21st century, we are all students of digitization. The
next generation of technologies that are reaching mass-markets—artificial intelli-
gence, augmented realities, virtual realities and machine vision—will only accel-
erate the rate of digitization of our world. Now is the time to ensure we have the
tools necessary to make sense of that future.
New York, USA
2019
Loïc Tallon
Chief Digital Officer
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
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Preface
This richly illustrated book offers new perspectives and research on how digital
culture is transforming museums in the 21st century, as they strive to keep pace
with emerging technologies driving cultural and social change, played out not only
in today’s pervasive networked environment of the Internet and Web, but in
everyday life, from home to work and on city streets. In a world where digital
culture has redefined human information behavior as life in code and digits,
increasingly it dominates human activity and communication. These developments
have radically changed the expectations of the museum visitor, real and virtual, the
work of museum professionals and, most prominently, the nature of museum
exhibitions, while digital art and life in a digitally saturated world is changing our
ways of seeing, doing, our senses and aesthetics.
Overall, this book creates a new picture of the 21st-century museum field. As
museums become shared spaces with their communities, local, national and global
and move from collection-centered to user-/visitor-centered institutions, they are
assuming new roles and responsibilities tied to new goals for engaging their
audience, conveying meaning through collections, creating learning experiences
and importantly, connecting to daily digital life and culture integral to the museum
ecosystem. Our studies of recent exhibitions at museums leading change are used to
exemplify new directions, while they point to a reimagined vision for museums
of the future at the heart of which is the integration of digital culture and visitor
experience and participation in real and virtual space.
This volume builds upon the work of the editors, Giannini and Bowen, including
co-authored articles published over the past few years, lectures and research-based
teaching related to museums and digital culture. Considered holistically, these
research forays into museum life and exhibitions shed new light on museums
during a period of digital transformation in the context of emerging technologies
and dramatic social change both local and global. Increasingly, museums are
reaching beyond their walls to engage with their communities and audiences, onsite
and online. Through conversations mediated by Web sites, social media and online
collections, museums are listening to public voices fostering greater diversity and
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inclusion. Using this as a starting point, the editors have organized the discussion
broadly, while contributors speak from their own experiences and expertise that
taken together creates a new view of the field. Recent exhibitions at museums that
are leading change are used to exemplify new directions and new vision for
museums of the future.
Having surveyed recent books on museums, this book is distinguished by its
focus on how museums are interacting with their external environment and the
people they serve, set in a digital moment of rapid social and cultural change. We
look at how museums are transforming from their 19th century past to reinvent their
identity, and the look and feel of museum galleries, seeking new ways of conveying
meaningful narratives and messages. So, while other books are considering
museums from the inside—administration, management, process and collections—
our book considers museums from the vantage point of inside/outside interaction,
participation and collaboration. This porous, flexible model enables new ideas and
change—breaking out of the established silos of past practice.
We feature case studies through the lens of digital artists, exhibitions, gallery
design and architecture, both physical and virtual. The book aims to create a body
of new evidence that inspires the reader to consider the new evolving museum
landscape and its diverse communities. We show how the digital ecosystem, to
which we are all connected and which is spawning the Internet of Things, has laid
the foundations of the postdigital world we are now entering, in which physical and
digital aspects are integrated seamlessly.
In Part I of the book, we introduce the digital culture background of the book
beginning in the 1940s, with the work of Alan Turing, inventor of computer sci-
ence, and Claude Shannon, inventor of information theory and digital communi-
cation, a moment in time which marked the dawn of the digital revolution, one that
links to the popular cultural revolution of the 1960s to 1980s. These breakthroughs
set the stage for the introduction and development of the Internet, and the defining
moment in 1989 when Tim Berners-Lee brought us the World Wide Web. Acting
as a catalyst for growing participation online, the Web turned the digital tide toward
visual interface, smartphones and personal digital devices that sparked the rapid rise
of digital culture. Through observations over time, we document how these
developments have touched every aspect of human life. As the space between
digital and physical, real and virtual blurs, recasting art, cultural, social life and
human behavior into new digital forms, places and spaces, digital life and culture
are merging and redefining the way we live, while more and more we think and see
digitally. From a foundational view, we look at how museums living in a digital
culture are changing and adopting to the digital behavior of visitors who enter the
museum with smartphones in hand, looking at a small screen, as the focus of life
and their lens on the world. From observations in museums and online, we discuss
how museum/audience interaction is altering the expectations of visitors and their
sense of what the museum experience should be. At the same time, we explore how
digital art shifts our ways of seeing, our senses and aesthetics to the digital realm,
while the ubiquitous presence of digital is blurring the lines between pop art and
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high art, real and virtual, as we enter a postdigital world merging physical and
digital reality.
Part II considers philosophical and theoretical aspects of how technology is
affecting the artist’s sense of being and experience, questioning what in art changes
and what is lasting, whether we see through our sense of poetry and nature, or
through the lens of a camera that can distance the artist from the thinking and
feeling about art. From the vantage point of the 19th and 20th centuries, we look at
the question of how technology might change the artist’s sensibilities, juxtaposing
the theories of art from Hegel, Goethe, Barfield and McLuhan, and moving from
past to present, to observe the nature of digital change.
Part III covers digital aspects of art and museum-related temporary exhibitions.
We present evidence drawn from experience and data gathered, as well as the
literature—books and articles—over the past few years. Exhibitions, considered the
centerpiece of the life of the museum, are increasingly tied to the museum’s digital
life where most of museum work and activities are carried out and where art and
information come together to convey content, meaning and narrative. We present a
survey of exhibitions over the past few years by leading museums in New York and
London to show new trends, innovative use of digital media technology, and an
increasing presence of digital, installation and mixed media art. We juxtapose
digital works exhibited inside and outside the museum and explore how the use of
digital displays across most sectors of society is influencing how the public views
art which in turn questions its very nature and meaning.
In Part IV, we consider some digital aspects of museum collections, which may
themselves now be digital in nature. An important current issue is how permanent
exhibitions in museums are being updated to meet audience expectations. To
accomplish these goals, museums are developing a digital strategy applied across
the entire museum. Generally, museums in 19th- and early 20th-century buildings
are being challenged to find innovative ways to re-conceptualize their galleries and
public space for the 21st century.
Part V presents issues with museum audiences and visitors in a digital and
virtual context. Real and digital interaction and participation are all important
aspects to be considered by museums. Visitors/users empowered by digital tech-
nology, especially smartphones, have new expectations for engagement. There is a
need for museums to convey meaning, engage visitors and reflect social con-
sciousness and awareness. Museums of any size must have programs for outreach,
diversity, inclusion and community interaction. Digital states of being and identity
are changing visitor behavior and recasting museums’ identity to aid visitors in new
ways of thinking about the world, as well as their evolving social and cultural
consciousness. As museums build relationships through social media, they can find
themselves more vulnerable to audience opinion and its relationship to art on
display.
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Part VI presents the ideas and work of several digital artists, mostly in the form
of interviews with selected digital artists. Digital aesthetics and senses, installation,
mixed media, interactive and participatory art, virtual reality, augmented reality,
robots and robotics, and the presence of digital artists on the Web, in their own
voices, all impact on museums, and especially on art galleries. Increasingly, people
are seeing digital as the world they inhabit is saturated with digital media. This
immersion in digital media is affecting the human sense of color, light, space and
time.
In Part VII, educational aspects are considered. For example, Tula Giannini
designed and introduced to Pratt School of Information three museum-related
programs, the first of their kind: fall 2015, a new museum master’s program, Master
of Science in Museums & Digital Culture, that newly defines the knowledge and
skill sets for 21st-century museum professionals through its cutting-edge curricu-
lum; fall 2016, a new Advanced Certificate in Digital Curation and Preservation;
fall 2016, a dual-master’s degree, MS Library & Information Science and MFA
Digital Arts, and an Advanced Certificate in Museum Libraries. We address the
need to diversify the museum profession, but not only in terms of staff, but equally
the knowledge and skills that students acquire, moving from a laser focus on
curatorial skills and art history, to an amalgamation of content, curation and
communication in the context of the digital ecosystem of 21st-century culture
moving to an education that is relevant and speaks to contemporary narratives and
values.
Part VIII presents some issues for museum libraries and archives. Among the
world’s finest libraries are those housed in museums and universities. Examples
include the Frick Art Reference Library, part of the Frick Museum, and the
Bodleian Library at Oxford University, as covered in this part. Such libraries
including special and archival collections, rare books and ephemera constitute a
treasure trove of materials on art, design and architecture, and importantly, their
collections in general have been developed around subject areas of the museum’s
object collections. Further, such libraries have conservation laboratories, provide
public access and services and support scholarly research on topics relevant to the
collections.
Part IX of the book covers aspects of the future of museums with respect to
developments in digital culture. We consider the growing forces competing with
museums for audience including entertainment, and the many hours people spend
each day with digital media. Museums have long identified with their physical
space as a specific place in time and space, have now expanded to cyberspace and
have a digital identity on the Web. Developments such as smart cities will further
affect how museums fit into the digital culture overall.
In summary, we have entered the next wave of the digital revolution as all media
has gone digital, a state of being that closely aligns with human creativity and
innovation—mainly, art, culture and the humanities, the lifeblood of the museum.
The convergence of media as digital, which makes all media equally usable, is
fueling the rise of human expression through visual and sound media, as we shift to
a post-text-dominated era to life on the Internet, while new technology is introduced
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regularly such as visual recognition using AI. This trend reveals the power of visual
and sound media as digital media language that enables museums to reach larger
more diverse audiences. We hope that readers will enjoy this selection of view-
points on the relationship of museums and the rapidly evolving digital culture in
which they find themselves.
New York, USA Tula Giannini
London/Oxford, UK Jonathan P. Bowen
2019
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